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B Bar-Nissim Editor

L’Chayim to Shirah Community
Choir in honor of their Chai Yr.
CHOIR HOLDS GALA EVENT
THE PERFORMANCE WAS SUPERB

Shirah outdid itself on June 10th! With the
months of work and rehearsals behind them
they captivated the audience with their electric
delivery of a wonderful program.
In return, the audience was enthusiastic and
rewarded the choir with a semi-standing
ovation.
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Shirah at the June 2012 concert

ALUMNAE ADD TO SOUND AND FUN

They came back to sing. They were impressed
with the caliber of Shirah singers and the size
of the crowd. The stage was crowded too. The
soloists had to stand on tables.
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Welcome back Elli and Rachel

THE TENORS GOT AN A

The first note of the Chichester can be a
harbinger of things to come; a moment of
suspense. Would the tenors find that A amidst
the ringing tones of B flat?

XXOO

Old friends reunite
with smiles and
hugs.

Shir Delight, Published in Demarest NJ, the town that was left out of the Hewish Standard article. Two singers are from Demarest!

THE REHEARSALS!
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Mati explains something he might have mentioned several times in the past..

THE LAST REHEARSAL BEFORE THE BIG GALA

The risers were full of singers of various
ages all with the single minded purpose of
delivering Bernstein’s Chichester Psalms in
a memorable manner. They succeeded. An
alto, who found herself in the soprano
section, decided to sing the high notes any
time the sopranos did. Fun!
SHOULD WE LIE DOWN?

After the last run through of Chichester the
choir was told to sit so they did. Some were
even slumping. They thought they were
done. Suddenly, they heard the huge first
chord of Chichester. Automatically, they
began to sing.; some of them without music.
Some still slumped over. At the end of the
piece, Mati exclaimed, “That was the best
yet.!” Nancy, in the soprano section, called
out,-”Maybe we should lie down!” How
funny is it that Nancy does stand-up
comedy?
WHAT ABOUT THOSE LIGHTS?

They were hot, they were bright, they were
different colors. It’s not hard to get
dehydrated just from standing under them.

never mind singing at the same time. “Can
you imagine how hot it will be when we’re
standing here Sunday night in our black
clothes and all those people in the audience
and we don’t have water bottles?” asked a
singer. Later that night Michael sent an
email saying the colored light gels would be
removed for the concert and thus it would
be even hotter standing under them.
NO WRINKLES

“I ironed my flag,” reported one alto.
MATI KEPT HIS HUMOR THROUGHOUT

Ladies, you seem to not want to come in. I
know what you’re thinking-Jennie is driving.
You sound like a Chinese restaurant.
Did you hear the difference? There was
nothing to hear!
Who’s got the 3rd and who’s taking the 5th?
Phyllis-move! If not now, then when?
Ladies, we need a more mature sound.
You’re not 13 anymore, Toto!
SHIRAH KEPT ITS COOL UNDER THE LIGHTS.

Libby Tulin Shir Delight’s Proofreader

Refreshments always necessary
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THE CHOIR!
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Shirah is not just a choir. It’s an
Experience!
SHIRAH-NIKS TELL ALL

This is what the members of Shirah
have to say about their membership in
the choir.
“Each reherarsal is an event.You have
to be prepared to hear plenty, not all of
it music.”
“I learned a lot about talmud and
musicology.”
“I looked in Joan Nathan’s cookbook to
find a recipe for the Neopolitan chord
because Mati said it’s yummy! “
“We’re told what we did wrong but are
too busy laughing to take offense.”
“I had a good chuckle when Mati told
the sopranos it was a great moment for
one second; one second is greater than
none.”
“I liked when he told the tenors that a
shmendrick wouldn’t harmonize with
that!”
“You never know when someone will be
bringing in dessert. I keep kosher so this
keeps me second guessing whether to
eat meat for dinner.”
“I just love when things get off color
like when Mati says -don’t screw around
with the schwa!”
“I laughed so hard when Mati said that
note was a distant relative you may have
left in Europe but who leaves relatives in
Europe?”

RICK DOO THE MYSTERIOUS FIRST
BASEMAN

He appeared during Ronu Na and was
asked to leave and take his dipthong
with him.
RONU NA

What a challenging piece of
music! It was not
universally popular. It had
some amusing moments
such as when the tenors did
the llama ragsha. It had
Tuesday Night Rehearsal
some sad moments such as
when the altos wept in B
minor. There were also comic moments
when the sopranos sang like Howdy
Doody and the basses like Goofy. There
was a moment of horror when the
Shirah members are
entire choir was accused of
proud that Maestro
pronouncing ru-ach with a Long Island
Mati is their
accent. .(Disclosure:Some members
conductor and Beth
have nearest and dearest who live in
Robin is their
Long Island!)

AWARDS

The alto section won best in pitch. The
sopranos won best in self-selecting when
not to sing. The tenors won best yachad
pronunciation. The basses won best in
dipthong removal.

accompanist and are
expecting at least
another 18 years of
singing together.

Shir Delight A Newsletter with very few contributors and even fewer staff members,

THE REPERTOIRE

Matisms Make Most Memorable Moments
CAN’T UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU’RE ABOUT TO READ? IT’S NOT YOUR FAULT.

YA RIBON

CHICHESTER

EMATHAY

You love a discount. If you sang
at Loehmanns you’d be perfect.
You’re singing in C minus!

You seem to be waiting for
nature to degrade your pitch.
Harry hu?
I’m busy with the tenors. Be a
middle child.
If you need music for this you
need to get a refund from your
Yeshivah.
It sounds like you’re unprepared
for your biology exam and here
you are.
Even trigger could count to two.
All of a sudden there are 75
million women singing G.
Put it in your iPod-or victrola.
Now you sound like a dentist’s
office
We’re looking for S. Pacific and
you’re looking for the Gowanus
canal before they cleaned it.
Don’t worship the God of F#,
only the God of G counts.
Hinei ma toe?
You are suffering from a
neurological mind brain
disassociation.
How about that olive oil?
There’s no meow meow in
Hebrew.
It’s off the off beat.

When you jump off a diving
board, you need to jump off-not
jump back on.

Y’RUSHALAYIM

You’re still singing below pitch
but with more conviction.
I can go flat in 2 notes.
Even baseball pitchers pay
attention to the dynamics
around them.
Wanna bring Mashiach? Go to
110 or sing. Or maybe
hyperventilating will do it.
RONU NA

You’re supposed to be driving
the 20 wheeler, not sitting in the
back.
That’s good, altos, don’t move.
It’s too dangerous for you.
This is not a Coney Island ride.
The men vs. The women:
Minnie and Goofy.
IM EIN ANI LI

Sopranos, the sirens are singing
again.
Basses, you sound like
stevedores.
And if not now, how now brown
cow.

Contributions by Mati Lazar,

KACHUNI

Don’t enjoy yourself too much!
That’s your interpretation but
it’s the wrong one
People are going to go-Oh God
and how long is this piece?
MISCELLANEOUS

You sound like you’re singing
about Oswego. Not that there’s
anything wrong with Oswego.
Unplug the coffeepot or tune it!
You passed the written but need
more insurance.
Yism’chuey?
I smell breathing
Did you hear English?
Beth you better play here! It’s
the last chance to avoid the
Titanic.
Burp before you come. You can’t
rush into burping.
Write it in your music, or your
enemy’s music.
You have the tune. Then you
don’t. Ain’t life like that?

THE COMMITEES!
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Thank You to All Those Who
Served and Sang
As told to the editor by Chairperson
Malka Minhag.

Such a successful concert last Sunday!
Mazal Tov on our best concert ever last night

NOW YOU SEE THEM NOW YOU DON’T

A tiring facet of Regulation Committee
duties is keeping count of
calories in the refreshment
offerings. As of this week the 100
Coscto cakes were the leaders
75
i n s u g a r y, f a t - l a d e n
50
concoctions that everyone
25
loves.
0
Next year I am turning
2007 2008 2009 2010
the committee chairpersonship
over to Libby Tulin who does
Dear Friends Graph supplied by the
not have enough to do. Now
Regulations Committee Shirah 2012.
that she is no longer manager,
is no longer in charge, for
example, of putting the risers together (for
which Elli Albert must travel from Essex
County to oversee) I believe keeping track
of regulations is just the occupation Libby
needs. This, of course, means that she will
no longer be available to do dishes, collect
money, remind anybody of anything not
related to committee business or answer
email or phone after midnight. Meanwhile,
I have enjoyed my term as the leader of this
August committee though I must confess
that I never got to know any of my
committee members. Did I have any?

I had first signed on for another
committee but when no one asked me to do
anything I asked to transfer to one that
might be active.But, alas, that was not what
the PTB (powers that be) would agree to.
Guided by Jewish text--the task is long, the
semester is short so don’t desist from carrying on, I
formed the Regulation Committee. You
may well wonder what a Regulation
Committee does. Many are the regulations
that keep Shirah running; someone has to
stay on top of them. The committee’s task
is to keep everything regular. For example,
the committee struggles with whether to
allow the alto section to stay put during
mixed singing as they regularly do or should
they be kept moving. Another assignment is
archiving Ed’s emails. I have had to add
memory to my computer nearly every week!
Also falling under the aegis of the
Regulations Committee is the statistical
analysis of the length of time between
Shirah’s concerts and Maestro Mati’s email
responses.Here is the Dear Friends
assignment I recently completed which I
have given you in narrative and graph
form.
Even though it's been two weeks since our
appearance at the North American Jewish Choral
Festival, the memory of your strong performance
still lingers in my ears.
Congratulations on your performance last Sunday
night
What a wonderful concert yesterday afternoon.
Sorry about the delay. I want to congratulate you on
Shirah's performance

Good luck, Libby. You’ll do fine, I’m
sure. And if you run into a problem there
are any number of active members around
to give you a hand. They had a lot of
e x p e r i e n c e t h i s ye a r w o r k i n g o n
committees.

Regulations Committee Shirah 2012 Outgoing chairperson MM

GREAT MOMENTS!

Photographer BBN Assistant Photographer Hannah Weinstein, member of Ha-Zamir Bergen County |
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